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The Zabuccini Sisters

Unusual families? Hmm.

Well – you’ve heard of the Zabuccini Sisters, yes?

No? Oh – right. Let me enlighten you, then.

Louise and Charlotte Zabuccini were twin sisters, born in 1862 to Gregor and Katerina

Zabuccini, a couple originally from one of those East European countries with a name thirty-

five syllables long and ending in ‘-ia’. Ma and Pa Zabuccini had escaped the ‘troubles’ that

these countries inevitably fell into in those days, making their way to England, first by foot

and then packet ship in, I think, 1857 or thereabouts. Settling in London (Battersea, if I

remember correctly – they probably had relatives there or thereabouts, given what

happened later), they began to live for the first time, possibly ever, in only mild fear for their

lives – most of the long-term residents were happy enough to have ‘foreigners’ for

neighbours, though there were occasional threats from the xenophobic elements, as is the

case even now, of course.

So it was there that Louise and Charlotte were born, their names being carefully chosen

to be as English as possible (probably as a sop to those xenophobes I mentioned).

What’s so unusual? Wait – I’m coming to it.

Gregor, despite the volatile atmosphere always present in Wherever-it-was-ia, was

something of a celebrity in his small corner of that country. He had a theatrical act – which,

after being settled here for a couple of years or so, he started feeling confident enough to

tout round the music halls that had established themselves a few years earlier.

Hold on, I’m about to tell you. He was a ventriloquist.

Yes, that’s right. And he was, by all accounts, one of the very best – or so it seemed.

He became quite a celebrity in London, as well. In fact, he even featured in one of the

Drury Lane pantomimes at the Theatre Royal one year – I don’t know which, before you ask,

but that was up there with Shakespeare at the time.

And that, unfortunately, probably contributed to his downfall.

Those xenophobes I mentioned. Scandalised by this immigrant treading the boards in

such a prestigious venue, they started to dig. Anything they could find to discredit him, they

wanted.

And eventually, they found it.

What they discovered – or so they reckoned – was that Gregor’s act was a total fake.

It seems that, while Gregor was on stage supposedly ‘throwing’ his voice (many vent acts

then, you might be surprised to know, didn’t use dummies, which were quite a recent
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innovation; the vents pretended to have invisible ‘friends’ they’d talk to instead), Katerina

was secreted nearby, usually behind some kind of screen or piece of scenery, actually

providing the other voice herself!

I know! If only Shari Lewis had thought of that!

Shari –? Oh, never mind.

Anyway, the uproar was tremendous. Gregor denied the charges strenuously, but once

the scandal bit, it wasn’t going to go away. He was, basically, hounded off the stage; and, the

bigots now given carte blanche where he was concerned, he and Katerina found themselves

under siege in their home.

Nobody knows exactly what happened. It’s certain they were murdered – but who by...

Louise and Charlotte were four, or possibly five, at the time. The relatives in the area took

them in, and that’s where they spent the next – oh, fourteen, fifteen years of their lives.

You’ve been patient. Now comes the bit you’ll be interested in.

You see, from that early age when children first start chattering away – I don’t know, I’ve

never had any – nine, ten months, a year? – Louise never uttered a word!

No – not one. Ever.

Why? Nobody knew. It’s not recorded if Gregor and Katerina ever had a doctor to her, but

if they did, the problem wasn’t solved. From the day she was born to the day she died,

Louise was totally dumb.

No, she wasn’t deaf. Apparently, from what I’ve read, she acknowledged anyone who

spoke to her, so she can’t have been. She just couldn’t answer back.

And that’s where Charlotte comes in. Because Charlotte – if you can believe this – used to

talk for Louise.

Well, it’s a twin thing, apparently. I’ve never been one of those either, so I can’t say first-

hand. But it’s one of those sort-of-pseudo-scientific ‘facts’ that twins know what each other

are thinking. So I suppose, Charlotte knew exactly what Louise was thinking, and was able to

supply the voice for her – in a way, much as their mother supplied the voice of their father’s

‘invisible friend’ in the act.

I don’t know why Louise couldn’t just write everything down she wanted to say. I wasn’t

there at the time. Do you want to hear this story or not?

What do you mean, it’s still not that unusual? What do you want, blood?

No, don’t worry, I’m only joking. Hang onto your hat, the big reveal’s coming.

The fact is – and it is fact, the book I’ve got on this was a contemporary account. Although

Charlotte could be heard speaking for Louise, nobody – and I mean nobody – ever, ever, ever

set eyes on Charlotte in her life!
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No – I’m serious now. According to this account, Charlotte was totally invisible. Even

when she was a baby, her parents never let anyone see her.

Well – not invisible invisible, obviously. She was just – always somewhere else.

I mean, in another room – or upstairs, or outside the door, or – or, well, anywhere but in

the same room as other people.

I’m not making this up. Look – you can borrow the book, if you want. It’s on one of the

bookcases somewhere, I’ve got so many it’ll take a while to rake it out.

And that’s more-or-less it. The Strange Invisible Zabuccini Sister. Why she kept herself

hidden from view, nobody knows, any more than they know why Louise never spoke.

There’s still a little more, though. The sisters stayed together for the whole of their lives.

Even when Louise married – aged twenty-one, to a fine young English gentleman, vaulting

the family up a class in society – Charlotte went with her to her husband’s home. Even spoke

the vows for Louise at the wedding, so it’s said.

No. The wedding guests never saw her, and neither did Louise’s husband, even in the

marital home. I told you – nobody did.

Louise died at the good-for-then age of sixty-three. Buried local to where she and her

husband lived. Her headstone’s rather weathered now, apparently, but you can still make out

her name and dates on it if you look.

Charlotte? Oddly, nobody knows when Charlotte died.

Well – speculation is that she left the house on the day Louise died. Certainly, she was

never heard from again. And no corpse was ever found anywhere that might be definitely

linked to her.

They think she must have left the country. Used her half of the money from the sisters’

act to make a new life, what would be left of it. Presumably died out there – maybe her

parents’ home country, but like I say, nobody knows.

The act? Well, that’s quite a funny story within the sisters’ story, actually. Louise and

Charlotte went into showbusiness, just like their father and mother. With, actually, nearly

the exact same act as Gregor and Katerina had had. Louise on stage, ‘speaking’ to an

invisible friend – though in dumb-show, of course, with gestures the audience could

understand. And Charlotte, hidden away somewhere, supplying the ‘friend’s’ voice.

They became even more successful than their parents. And, unlike them, they never got

caught cheating.


